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A Few Words  
Of Introduction

This brochure highlights some of the successful examples of  
European organizations supported by the operating grant from 
the Europe for Citizens programme. The projects presented in this 
brochure represent the variety of European civil society ranging  
from organizations engaged in critical reflection on European  
memory and heritage to organizations bringing European politics 
closer to the citizens and involving them in European public life.

Any democracy is in peril without a strong and vibrant civil society. 
This has been demonstrated a number of times in European history. 
This is especially true in the case of the European Union, which is a 
Union not only of States but also a Union of citizens. In order for the 
Union of citizens to become a reality there is a need for Europeans  
to experience Europe, to interact together and to act for the common  
good. In other words, there is a need for European public space. 
This is the opportunity that the organizations presented in this 
brochure, but also many others, create.

„When Europeans from different corners of the Union and 
different walks of life meet together either in face to face 
meetings and events or through intellectual exchanges and 
reflections, the European idea gets its face.“
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When Europeans from different corners of the Union and different  
walks of life meet together either in face to face meetings and 
events or through intellectual exchanges and reflections, the  
European idea gets its face. This is when Europeans begin making 
history, their own history. The history of European conflicts shows 
that, in order to start wars, Europeans had to be turned against each 
other by severing the relations between them and by creating a  
stereotypical vision of each other through nationalistic propaganda. 
It was when the Europeans came together, such as during the brief 
interlude of Christmas calm in the trenches in France in 1914, that 
they realized their shared heritage and common future.

The organizations presented in this brochure work tirelessly to avoid 
the fragmentation and disappearance of European public space  
leading to stereotypes taking over genuine relations and cooperation  
between Europeans. Their work strongly contributes to the Union of 
citizens becoming a close reality rather than a distant dream. 

I would like to express my gratitude for their work and believe that 
you will find the following examples interesting and inspiring. 

Pavel Tychl
Responsible for the European Remembrance Strand of the Europe for Citizens 
Programme, Directorate-General for Migration and Home Affairs of the European 
Commision.
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The Basis Is 
a Good Idea
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The European Union is here for its citizens, and bearing in mind a 
better future for them, attempting to strengthen the values of civil  
society. This is also demonstrated by the EU programme to  
support active citizenship entitled Europe for Citizens. Requesting  
grants for the development of civic activities or reviving the common 
European remembrance of events of the 20th and 21st centuries 
can be performed by all non-profit institutions: the local government, 
public administration and third sector organizations.

Information about grants provided under the Europe for Citizens  
Programme for Slovak applicants flows through the national  
Europe for Citizens Contact Point under the National Center for 
Culture and Further Education. The Europe for Citizens Contact 
Point has just prepared this publication with the aim of providing 
interested parties the opportunity of drawing on an operating grant, 
the amount of which for each organization exceeds EUR 200,000.

Želmíra Gerová
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To better illustrate what organizations and projects have a chance 
to gaining support, we are interviewing representatives from four  
different organizations that have succeeded in their applications.
Their motivation and experience were different at the time of writing, 
but all agree that the grant acquisition meant a significant qualitative 
shift for them. 

Advice on writing a grant application so that a project can be  
supported and experience with drawing grants was provided by 
Marta Šimečková and Andrea Puková from the Forum Project ci-
vic association, the director of the Prague EUROPEUM Institute for 
European Policy Vladimír Bartovic, the director of the Europeum 
Observatory on Memories of the University of Barcelona (EUROM)  
Jordi Guixé of Spain, and Jonathan Even-Zohar, the director of the  
European Association of History Educators (EUROCLIO), residing 
in the Netherlands.

Želmíra Gerová
Head of the Europe for Citizens Programme contact point in Slovakia.



Europeum was founded in 1998 at the Faculty of Social Sciences  
of Charles University. Today’s Institute for European Policy was  
founded by PhD students and young teachers who wanted to support  
the integration process of the Czech Republic into the European 
Union. One of Europeum’s first activities was the publication of 
the Integration magazine, which monitored the accession process.  
Since 2004, Europeum has been working as a think tank, performing  
research, education programs, organizing public events, publishing 
various publications, running advocacy activities. Most of its  
activities are European policies. It focuses on the institutional  
issues of the European Union – the competencies of the institutions, 
 analyzes of the parliament, committee, council and how they decide,  
the relations of the member states and institutions, the current 
Brexit, and the like. Other areas are foreign security policy and 
the Czech Republic’s action in the European Union. They also  
cooperate on the major international conference Prague European  
Summit, where high-ranking representatives from dozens of  
countries meet regularly. In addition, Europeum is also focused 
on projects abroad: in the countries of southern, southeastern and  
eastern Europe it helps transfer experience from the integration 
 process and the transformation process. In 2013, Europeum  
received a four-year grant of €480,000 under the Europe for  
Citizens Program. The functioning of the organization, as well as the 
systemic approach to drawing up grant applications, is discussed  
by its director Vladimír Bartovic.

europeum
Czech Republic



How has the Europe for Citizens operating grant affect 
the functioning of your organization?
EUROPEUM long worked only on grants from various institutions for specific  
projects. It was a limiting factor that allowed us to survive, but we could only do 
concrete projects. Institutional support from the Europe for Citizens programme 
has allowed us to concentrate on our mission. It allows us to run activities for which 
it’s difficult to find sponsors: research, publication, and events, just as when we, 
immediately after a terrorist attack in Paris, immediately organized a seminar that 
attracted people from France. The interest was huge. And just for this flexibility, 
we are grateful for institutional support from the Europe for Citizens programme. It 
allowed us to open the Brussels office as well, which we consider to be extremely 
important. We are expanding on social networks, able to work more and more with 
young people, which is manifested by their increasing interest in the themes we 
offer. For example, for some events, we have to stop registration after two days 
because the capacity is filled.

How many people are employed by Europeum?
This varies depending on the projects, when we published a magazine and ran an 
online portal, and we were 24. Currently we have 8 full-time people and another 
3-4 who are part-time employees. We have a large circle of experts who have 
a different job but are somehow connected with Europeum. And then we have  
interns – Czech and foreign.

What brought you to Europeum?

I started eighteen years ago in Europeum as a first year student at the University 
of Economics. I started from zero, a McDonald’s story where you reach the highest 
position from frying fries. In the meantime, I studied, I was a year or two abroad,  
I returned, and gradually I was working as a senior researcher. Then I went to  
Bratislava for a year to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, where I was director of 
Analysis and Strategic Planning. From there, I returned to Europeum as deputy 
director and after a year and a half I became director. Of course, besides doing 
other things, I’m also an adviser to the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the EU.

How did you find out about the possibility of applying for 
support from the Europe for Citizens Programme? 
Europeum has an international team: I’m Slovak, my representative is French, one 
researcher is Danish. We are trying to be an international think-tank and we are 
also doing it thanks to the Europe for Citizens Programme We work very closely 
with the most prestigious European think-tanks, such as IFRI in France, CEPS 
and EPC in Belgium, PISM and ISP in Poland, CEPA in Washington (USA) and  
Providus in Latvia. In Slovakia we cooperate with IVO, SPFA (Foreign Policy  
Company), GLOBSEC Policy Institutes, also with universities. 
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Who writes the grants?
On our own. First, we close for two days and brainstorm, brainstorm, brainstorm... We 
write ideas on what we would like to do, ambitions, what we would see four years, what 
we need, etc.

Do you always want to implement all the activities you 
mentioned as part of the grant? What happens 
if you don’t do one of them? 
Grants, of course, don’t work by getting hundreds of euros for example, and doing  
whatever you want. We have to maintain what we have submitted, but some flexibility is 
there. For example, in 2013, we received a decision on the allocation of a grant on 15 
July, half the year was gone, so the Commission understood that we could not carry out 
all the activities and did not penalize us for it. And we, in turn, have implemented a many 
other activities. We are trying to maintain a plan, but if we perform, let’s say 20 activities,  
each of which has several sub-activities (for example, a series of seminars in the  
regions), and four are not implemented, but 10 more will be implemented, the Commission 
accepts this. Last year we had a comprehensive audit, and we passed without any  
reservation, the cooperation and auditors as well as the Commission were excellent.

Who audited you?
External British auditors hired by the the European Commission, and one of its  
representatives. It was difficult to put all the documents together, but we did it and  
passed with flying colors.

How do you assess the grant decision-making process? 
The process itself is not difficult. It is difficult to devise a plan and create a project that 
will attract evaluators. Since I myself am an evaluator in other grant programmes, I know 
what evaluators are focused on. Most of them evaluate projects honestly, looking at what 
is behind them, but many applicants who come up with a great project don’t know how 
to write it down and you just have to take away points. 
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„It is important to put  
forth all the arguments in the limited  

space of the application, explaining the  
project so that a person who knows absolutely  

nothing about you and the projects can read it fast and  
become interested, because they are evaluating many and  

under a deadline.  In order to feel that you honestly mean what 
you‘re submitting and that you will make an adequate return for 

the money you are requesting.“



Do Slovak and Czech organizations have sufficient 
capacity to write a structural or operating grant?
Writing a request for a structural grant is difficult, but it can be done. The above- 
mentioned work plan is essential. In my opinion, organizations have the  
capacity; the question is, how much energy and effort will they spend as they are  
experienced. It is true, however, that we have almost no chances compared with 
the rich experience of German, French, Belgian or British organizations.

Would you be able to offer some short tips and tricks 
to a prospective applicant?
Brainstorming is important. And to think well on what they want to do, and for it to 
be clear from their project application that they were thinking about it.

What needs to be done for the European Union 
to survive and work?
Citizens should have a particular interest in it. They are, unfortunately, under 
pressure from misinformation. I recently received by post an electoral manifest  
of the ODS, which begins with a sentence: The European Union is facing an  
unprecedented economical crisis. If politicians repeat it, people will believe it. I’m 
not saying that everything related to the European Union is great, but it is still the 
est thing we have encountered. After all, let’s imagine the Union did not exist. 
What would it look like in Ukraine? Belarus? We address corruption issues, but 
if, for example, we compare corruption in Slovakia with corruption in the countries  
mentioned above, what is happening there is disproportionately worse. It is  
paradoxical that most misinformation is spread through mainstream politicians, 
and it is necessary to be careful and take things into proper consideration.
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The European Association of History Educators (EUROCLIO) 
covers more than seventy associations dedicated to history, cultural  
heritage and citizenship. It was founded at the request of the  
European Council in 1992. Since then, the EUROCLIO has operated  
and operates in many European and non-European countries.  
Particular attention has been paid to the countries undergoing  
political transformation and, in particular, to countries where ethnic  
and religious tensions occur, such as Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia,  
Romania, Russia and Ukraine. It also operated in regions that 
have experienced violent conflicts – the former Yugoslavia, Cyprus,  
Lebanon, and the Caucasus. Thanks to the EUROCLIO organization,  
hundreds of historians and educators, who discussed sensitive 
and controversial issues, as well as those looking for new ways 
of presenting the past through stories, shared their experiences. 
Jonathan Even-Zohar, the Director of the project that has received 
an operating grant of EUR 800,000 for four years, is talking about it.

euroCLIo
Netherlands

Jonathan Even-Zohar
Director of the EUROCLIO 
European Association of History Teachers



When and how was your organization formed? 
Who were the founders? Have you been part 
of it from the beginning? 
EUROCLIO was founded in 1992. The key figures were Maitland Stobart, at 
that time deputy director of education in the European Council and Joke van der  
Leeuw-Roord, at that time the president of the Dutch Association of History  
Teachers. Since 1992, history teachers, historians and other participants have 
been giving shape to the organization, and have determined its direction. I arrived 
as a trainee in 2005. I have been executive director since 2013. 

When did you hear about the Europe for Citizens 
Programme and who came up with the idea of applying 
for an operating grant from this programme? 
We learned about the programme in 2007. The proposal to apply for a grant came 
from one of my then colleagues, Ms. Blandine Smilanska. In 2013 EUROCLIO 
held an Active Remembrance Network meeting at the annual conference in Erfurt 
and was presented with the opportunity to apply for operating grants provided by 
the European Commission.

Why do you think you have succeeded? 
Our organization as a whole exists according to the philosophy of the European  
Remembrance sub-program, and moreover we have clear goals and activities in 
the development of the organization aimed at raising the awareness of European  
society.

Who created your project? 
In our organization, the EUROCLIO supervisory board assesses the overall  
framework as well as the annual activity plans, discusses their focus and priorities, 
and then the executive team I lead works closely with other team members to  
prepare a program holistic and meaningful to our goal.

Is the application process demanding? 
The process was clear. We had a form and several documents to be delivered, 
and it wasn’t difficult. 
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What was the path of the project from concept, the initial idea 
to the final realization? 
If we are talking about the operating grant, it is not just a project, an idea and realization.  
In this case, it is important to keep in mind the full and extensive planning as well as 
execution of organizational goals and ideas. Within the action plan of the operating grant 
we put together all the activities we considered important and feasible, structuring it in 
the required manner.

Do you think it is important for organizations to seek support 
through European grant programmes such as Europe 
for Citizens, Creative Europe or Erasmus+? 
Yes.

What do European grant programmes mean 
for your organization? 
Without EU funds, it would have been less possible for EUROCLIO to create and retain 
such a large space for knowledge sharing and cultural exchange on the theme of the 
past. The projects help us serve the needs of member associations as well as implement 
our mission on themes currently relevant to policy makers.

„In our organization,  
the EUROCLIO supervisory  
board assesses the overall  

framework as well as the annual  
activity plans, discusses their focus  

and priorities, and then the executive  
team I lead works closely with other  

team members to prepare  
a program holistic  

and meaningful  
to our goal.“
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Is the administration of the program difficult?
Not in regards to the operating grant. 

Where did you advance as an organization thanks to the 
grant?  
Without an operating grant, our organization would have very limited basic support 
on which to function. Thanks to the operating grant, our activities are becoming 
more sustainable and generating greater reach.

Do you think you would have been successful without 
this grant? 
Much less.

Are you planning to apply for an operating grant in the 
next period? If so, how are you preparing? 
Yes. Within the preparations we have gone through opinions from a number of 
interested parties with a view to our mission and vision, and created a new frame-
work of activities for 2018-2020 and an action plan for 2018 at the end of April and 
May. We are joining our democratically-elected supervisory board in developing 
our assessments and evaluations.

What do you want to focus on in the next three years? 
As an organization, we set three goals: continuity, visibility and reach. Within them, 
we want to focus on four areas of expertise in which we would like to excel: the 
history beyond nations, inclusive education, dealing with the violent past and his-
tory in the digital world.
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The transnational network of institutions and organizations of the 
European Observatory on Memories (EUROM) is dedicated to the 
analysis and support of public memorial policies. It reflects on the 
recent history of the struggle for democracy and freedom in Europe. 
It is part of the Solidarity Foundation of the University of Barcelona 
and works with the support of the European Commission  – the  
Europe for Citizens Programme. The main objective of EUROM is to  
observe and analyze the development of memorial policies in  
Europe and beyond. It supports interdisciplinary research and  
academic activities related to the building of public memorials,  
contributes to the analysis of the impact of memorial policy on the 
right of citizens to use and interpret memorial heritage. The head 
of EUROM is its founder Jordi Guixé. The network has received an 
operating grant of €661,865 from the Europe for Citizens Programme. 

eurom
Spain

Jordi Guixé
Founding Director of the European Observatory on Memories EUROM 
(European Observatory of Memory)



When and how was your organization formed?
The European Observatory on Memories was founded in 2012 within the Solidarity 
Foundation of the University of Barcelona. 

When did you hear about the Europe for Citizens 
Programmeand who came up with the idea of applying 
for an operating grant from this program? 
In 2008 during work in another organization in Catalonia, which also dealt with  
memorials. Based on previous good experiences with European projects,  
Scientific Director Jordi Guixé and Coordinator Oriol López considered that an 
application for an operating grant could be an excellent opportunity for EUROM 
to create long-term projects. We also had positive feedback from our partners in 
Europe and the agency in Brussels.

So you think you have succeeded?
Our efforts were worth it, which we dedicated to building a network involving  
several European countries in the project. It was undoubtedly a crucial plus of our 
project. We perceived the need for an authentic and international network dealing 
with the recent past and involving European citizens; a horizontal platform for the 
development of projects aimed at improving public memorial policy. It was also 
the requirement of many of our colleagues and partners in Europe who wanted to 
become involved in the project immediately.

Who created your project?
We designed our project on our own, but also received advice from some of our 
partners and experts from across Europe.

Was the application process demanding? 
The difficulty was mainly building a real and functional network with a representative  
list of European partners; when this was done, there was no problem explaining 
our goals through the login form.

What was the path of the project from the idea, the initial 
idea to the final implementation? 
The idea originated in 2012 and about two years later when a network of several 
partners was set up, and when their number steadily increased, we decided that 
the project had a significant overlap into the future and therefore we decided to ask 
for longer-term support.
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Do you think it is important for organizations to seek support 
through EU programmes such as Europe for Citizens,
Creative Europe or Erasmus+? 
Yes. Especially in projects such as ours, when it is important to cooperate with different 
EU countries to achieve a stated goal: the better understanding of our common past 
and present. We live in Barcelona, but our activities and plans are international and  
transnational, so we believe it is important for the Union to support and fund  
pan-European projects. 

What does the EU programme mean for your organization?
It means a lot. Since the financial crisis, the University of Barcelona has cut the budget 
allocated to international projects, so without European funds we would have had to limit 
the project. 

Is the administration of the program difficult?
If you have all your income and expenses properly cleared, there is no need to spend 
excessive effort on your project administration. 

Where did you go as an organization thanks to the grant?  
Today EUROM is one of the largest projects within the Solidarity Foundation of the  
University of Barcelona. And that is without a doubt because of the support we have 
received from the European Commission. 

Do you think you would have been this successful 
without a grant? 
We would certainly not be able to create such an extensive European network and run 
so many activities. 

Are you planning to apply for an operating grant in the next 
period? If so, how are you preparing? 
Yes. The operating grant is a very good source of support for the functioning of such a 
collective project, so we are working on the next one with our partners. 

What is it you want to focus on the next three years? 
The Solidarity Foundation will continue to promote human rights, and EUROM would like 
to involve people more in memorial policy, by engaging young people, experts, artists 
and the interested public from across Europe through actively selected activities within 
active citizenship. We will also continue analyzing memorial policy and initiatives, addre-
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„Our efforts were worth it, which we dedicated to buil-
ding a network involving several European countries 
in the project. It was undoubtedly a crucial plus of our 
project. We perceived the need for an authentic and 
international network dealing with the recent past and 
involving European citizens; a horizontal platform for 
the development of projects aimed at improving public 
memorial policy. It was also the requirement of many 
of our colleagues and partners in Europe who wanted 
to become involved in the project immediately.“

ssing European institutions, new partners and civil society organizations. For us, 
this is the basis for a solid project dealing with the past and the present as the pillar 
of our European democratic system and the guarantee of civil rights and freedoms.
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First they worked together at the Mosty monthly, then in the Domino 
Forum monthly and in the Forum  supplement of the SME daily until 
finally in 2006 Marta Šimečková and Andrea Puková established 
the Forum Project civic association. Its original mission was to  
offer essays from renowned world authors on  HYPERLINK „http://
www.salon.eu.sk“ www.salon.eu.sk to reflect on where the world is  
headed. Gradually, they managed to cope with a financially and  
organizationally more demanding project, and for the first time in 
2009 they organized the Central European Forum on the occasion 
of the 20th anniversary of the Revolution, bringing together writers,  
social scientists, journalists and civilian activists from east and  
western Europe to talk with our public about the most difficult  
current issues. It is neither a festival nor a conventional conference:  
it is a forum. It is taking place during the anniversary of the  
Revolution, which began with public debates in the theater. 
For the first time in Slovakia, one of the greatest sociologists,  
Zygmunt Bauman, the American historian Timothy Snyder, the  
latest Russian author of current times Viktor Jerofeyev, the famous 
British commentator Gideon Rachman, and the world-renowned 
Belarus Free Theater in exile. In 2014 the Forum Project civic  
association received a €400,000 operating grant from the Europe 
for Citizens Programme for four years.

Forum
proJeCt
Slovakia



What has led you to work in support of democracy and 
active citizenship?
Marta and Andrea: Appendices in which intellectuals and writers reflect on  
everything that’s happening are an inherent part of international periodicals  
creating public opinion. They are often the bearer in creating public opinion,  
because of their influence on public discourse. This was not part of our tradition. 
The media were either servants of the regime or those with political ambitions. 
We were trying to break through. Before us, nobody in Slovakia had attempted to 
commission, for example, Pavel Vilikovsky‘s text about what had just happened. 
We did it. And suddenly there was a completely different quality and depth than the 
usual comments. In a way, we are doing something like this now. In essence, we 
are still addressing someone and persuading them to comment. 

Who besides you was present at the origin of the project?
Marta and Andrea: Basically us two and our closest friends and relatives. Today 
there are people like Rudolf Chmel, Milan Šimečka, Slavenka Drakulič, Dubravka 
Ugresic...

How did you hear about the Europe for Citizens 
programme? Who came up with the idea of applying 
for an operating grant from this program? 
Marta: We originally funded the Central European Forum from V4 funds. Milan 
Šagáth helped with the projects, who is now the director of Via Iuris. Once while 
browsing Internet, I came across this program.  I didn’t know whether it was at all 
real. So we chose the simplest option: a grant with a lump sum budget.  We rea-
ched priority and got the grant. 
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What was the reason for your success? 
This time we applied for an operating grant, because it requires a number of partners, 
which was more complicated. It helped that we had become part of the Europe-wide 
network Time to Talk. The request was coordinated by a very young guy – Tomáš  
Horváth. The specialty of our organization is that we work with students and graduates, 
with young people whom we cannot offer a secure life, and sometimes they have to 
work for free, but when we can, we pay them a decent salary and they gain valuable  
experience and the ability to work independently.  

Was the filing of the application and associated 
preparation difficult? 
Marta and Andrea: It’s never quite easy, but although it was challenging, we felt that it 
meant something. In the Europe for Citizens programme, there is pressure to discourage 
applicants from all kinds of unthinkable nonsense, that is, things not really necessary for 
the credibility of the grant. Even though in the case of co-financing there are many things 
to simplify and, in particular, would be necessary to make the system more transparent 
for people receiving grants. 

What was supported by a grant? 
The Central European Forum – 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017 and its March edition entitled 
the Central European Forum on Fascism in 2016 and 2017.19

„In the Europe for Citizens program, 
there is pressure to discourage 
applicants from all kinds of 
unthinkable nonsense, that is, 
things not really necessa-
ry for the credibility of the 
grant. Even though in the 
case of co-financing there 
are many things to simpli-
fy and, in particular, wou-
ld be necessary to make 
the system more trans-
parent for people recei-
ving grants.“

Marta Šimečková
Director of the Forum Project



Has your organization moved forward due to a grant from 
the Europe for Citizens Program? 
Marta and Andrea: Without this grant, we would no longer be able to run the  
Central European Forum. We would be drowning in financial trouble. We have 
moved forward in expanding a bit, setting up publishers because we could think 
about something other than just obtaining money for the conference. Since we had 
to look for partners, we met many people who did something similar in other parts 
of Europe, and we discovered that we were very close to thinking in a similar way 
and wishing to expand cooperation. New alliances, networks and big plans have 
been created with those we want to cooperate with, whether it’s the Balkans or 
cooperation with the Dutch. We found people who can pull us further. 

Will you also apply to the operating grant 
in the next programming period? 
Marta and Andrea: Now we are thinking about something else that might have 
been possible without the idea of a European partnership, without the cooperation 
of several partners. For example, East West Centre Sarajevo: they are thinking of 
initiating with us something like the capital of culture, such as the European Capital 
of Democracy.

„It’s as if you were asking us to live 
another ten years... We hope so 
and we will do everything for it. 
It’s actually the purpose of our 
existence. People’s relation-
ship to the European Union 
is related to information 
and education. There is 
also a lot of misinforma-
tion, and just the Central 
European Forum is not 
enough for its refutation.“

Andrea Puková
Forum Project
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Are European subsidy programmes, whether 
Europe for Citizens, Creative Europe, or Erasmus+, 
important for Slovak organizations?
Marta: We are even wondering how little organizations are getting involved with this. 
Even those who are very active may have the feeling that it is very difficult. Never 
knowing that the obtaining of these grants is real. 

You have submitted a project to Erasmus+ to combat the  
modern phenomenon of hate on social networks. Do you have 
a simple recipe for how a person can fight against this? 
Andrea: Come to the Central European Forum. Our main intention is to actually bring 
arguments against misinformation. Because the fight against this evil is very hard. Our 
colleague, for example, left social networks completely during the Central European  
Forum on Fascism and she began to read posts not just sent by skinheads but for  
example the mother of two children from Bánovce nad Bebravou. And that’s a bit of  
a theme for our latest Central European Forum, which will be in November: How does  
a good person become bad?

Does the European Union have a chance at survival? 
What could be done to strengthen the idea of the EU?
Andrea: It’s as if you were asking us to live another ten years... We hope so and we 
will do everything for it. It’s actually the purpose of our existence. People’s relationship 
to the European Union is related to information and education. There is also a lot of 
misinformation, and just the Central European Forum is not enough for its refutation. It 
is necessary to leave Bratislava, to get between teachers and young people who don’t 
know about it.
Marta: The sad thing is, that even politicians reporting to the European Union are  
doing so little to refute misinformation. The only thing our politicians were saying, even 
only sometimes, was that we do not have anything else than Europe, because we are 
small. That‘s very little. Of course, there is something on it, but, finally, who can be  
convinced by the fact that nothing else is left to him?
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Other think-tanks and civil-society  
organisations at European level supported 

within Operating Grants - Structural Support 
of the Europe for Citizens Programme:  

Politikatörténeti Intézet Közhasznú Nonprofit Kft. / HU
Memorial de la Shoah / FR
Centre Européen Robert Schuman / FR
Association Jean Monnet / FR
Narodowe centrum kultury / PL
Notre Europe - Institut Jacques Delors Association / FR
Centre for Economic Policy Research Ltd / UK
Fondation Robert Schuman / FR
Institut für Europäische politik e.v. / DE
European Policy Centre Association / BE
Sabiedriskas politikas centrs PROVIDUS / LV
Fundacja instytut spraw publicznych / PL
Centre for International Information and Documentation in Barcelona / ES
Platform of European Social NGO‘s - Social Platform / BE
European Movement International / BE
Heinrich Böll Stiftung e.v. / DE
EAVI / BE
Association des Agences de la Democratie Locale / FR
Polska fundacja im. Roberta Schumana / PL
Europäische akademie Berlin e.v. / DE
Community Service Volunteers (for VOLONTEUROPE) / UK
Union of European Federalists / BE
Forum Civique Européen / FR
Mouvement ATD Quart Monde / FR
Euclid Network Limited by Guarantee / UK
Centre Européen du Volontariat (CEV) / BE
Babel International Association / FR
Ccre-Conseil des Communes et Regions d‘Europe / FR
Association Européenne pour la Défense des Droits de l‘Homme (AEDH) / BE
European Network for Education and Training - EUNET e.v. / DE
European Alternatives Ltd / UK
European Citizen Action Service / BE
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